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Ruler, Nobles and Priests
Kaitlin

Claim: In the Mayan community, the higher class needed to be literate to 
operate the government and effectively communicate with other peoples.

They:
-are Powerful figures in Mayan history
-Had many great influences on the lower class
-Kept the Mayan community running



Kaitlin
Mayan Ruler:
-Ruled the state with help 
of advisors
-Decided where and when 
to go to war
-Called “Halach uinic” 
or “ahaw” meaning lord 
or ruler.



Mayan Noble: 
-Ran the government 
-Lesser lords were 
called “batab” and 
military leaders called 
“nacom”.
-Led peasant armies in 
times of war.

Kaitlin



Kaitlin
Mayan Priest:
-Maintained favor with gods.
-Led rituals, offered sacrifices, 
and foretold the future.
-Told people when to plant, 
when to harvest, when to 
marry, and how to behave.



Merchants and Artisans

Claim: The Mayan trading accomplishments helped them to be a successful empire and make advancements in multiple industries.

Gabby
●

Crafts and Trade were important to 
Mayan society

●
Merchants dealt in both substantial 
and luxury goods

●
Items made by artisans tributed the 
gods

●
Crafts made by Artisans were given to 
merchants and sold in markets



Gabby
●

Merchants and artisans lived similar 
to farmers, but slightly easier

●
Merchants and artisans ate saka  for 
breakfast, and tortillas with meat and 
vegetables for dinner

●
Lived in extended families

●
Most of the day was spent working

Claim: The Mayan trading accomplishments helped them to be a successful empire and make advancements in multiple industries.

Merchants and Artisans



Peasants and slaves

Claim- Peasants and slaves worked very hard and benefited other 
people in the community.

Callie

Peasants worked all day in the 
fields  growing and harvesting 
crops, while caring for their 
families



Callie
Peasants and slaves

Peasants and slaves worked all day in the field picking and growing crops whiling caring for 
their families and masters

Some ways to Become a slave were…...
●

Born into slavery
●

Children could be sold to be a slave
●

War prisoners
●

People punished for crimes
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